A series of water tank experiments have been performed to investigate the hydroelastic behavior of module-linked floating structures with various connector and mooring stiffness. Wet-mode free vibration properties and regular wave responses of two different shapes of floating structures are measured. A hexagon is selected as the planar shape of each module. Magnetic connectors are used for quickly assembling and disassembling multiple modules with each other. Tensioned springs are arranged over the bottom surfaces of module as a tension-leg mooring system. A pulley mechanism is introduced to maintain uniformly distributed tensile forces in springs.
: : 2. The change in wet mode frequencies due to mooring stiffness is large both in lower and higher modes, while the change in wet mode frequencies due to connector stiffness is small except for higher modes.
3. The effects of shape change on wet mode properties are significant in lower modes, while the effects in higher modes are relatively small. 4. The general feature of global response of module-linked models can be reproduced by wave response analysis for both centralized and stretched shapes, although some contradictions caused by friction effects at connector parts are partly observed.
5. The global wave response of centralized shape is generally small compared with that of stretched shape because the dynamic behavior of module-linked models is heavily dependent on the relationship between wavelength and structural dimension.
6. Absolute accelerations of each module become large for long wave length. The response reduction due to mooring stiffness is clearly observed.
7. Relative displacements between neighboring modules heavily dependents on the wave length and mooring stiffness, whereas the effect of connector stiffness is relatively small. Shape-variable floating structures as module-linked systems are promising because of their variability, mobility, flexibility and extensibility. However, these jointed structures are likely to amplify the local response compared to continuous structures. Especially the dynamic behaviors of two-dimensional module-linked systems become complicated due to the combined effects of overall shape, connector stiffness and mooring stiffness. Further elaborate research will be required to investigate these local responses experimentally and analytically. 
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